
 

 

 

 

 

Year 3 Trips 2021-2022 

Dear Parent / Carer, 

This letter is to provide you with the details of trips that we have planned for Year 3. We 

appreciate that trips are expensive so please speak to us if you have any concerns or would 

like to set up a payment schedule. All payments for trips and other school activities must be 

paid through ParentPay. Other opportunities may occur during the year that we are not 

currently aware of such as workshops, themed events etc and we will provide information 

about these as soon as possible. This is an information letter so that you are able to plan your 

finances for the next year with the trips in mind. Please note that other than Stonehenge, 

these are approximate costs based on previous year’s prices and may be subject to change. 

Trip1: Stonehenge (13th October)  £10.14 

Trip 2: Bath Fashion Museum and Bath Victoria Art Gallery (April) Cost: £19.31 

Trip 3: Radstock Museum (June) Cost: £3.50 

Trip 4: Trip 3: Big Pit (July) Cost:  £17.79 

 

Trip 1 Stonehenge – 13th October 

The cost per child is £10.14 
This has been worked out in the following way; 

 Cost for whole group Cost per child 

Transport £365 £10.14 

Entrance for children Free Free 

Entrance for extra adults 

required. 

No charge No charge 

Total £365 £10.14 

 
 
 
 

 

 



Trip 2: Bath fashion museum and Bath Victoria Art Gallery - April 

The cost per child will be: £19.32 (approx.) 

This has been worked out in the following way; 

 Cost for whole group Cost per child 

Transport £395 £10.98 

Entrance for children Free Free 

Entrance for extra adults 

required. 

No charge No charge 

Workshop Cost £300 £8.34 

Totals £695 £19.31 

 

Trip 3: Radstock Museum - June 

The cost per child: £3.50 (approx.) 

This has been worked out in the following way; 

 Cost for whole group Cost per child 

Transport N/A N/A 

Entrance for children N/A N/A 

Entrance for extra adults 

required. 

N/A N/A 

Workshop Cost £126 £3.50 

Totals £126 £3.50 

 

Trip 4: Big Pit, South Wales - July 

The cost per child: £17.79 (approx.) 

This has been worked out in the following way; 

 Cost for whole group Cost per child 

Transport £520 £14.45 

Entrance for children Free Free 

Entrance for extra adults 

required. 

N/A N/A 

Workshop Cost £120 £3.34 

Totals £640 £17.79 

 



We try to keep the costs down as much as possible but we also want to give your children as 

many exciting opportunities as possible of the world around us. Will let you know of any 

price changes as soon as the correct information becomes available. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Mrs MacLeod Jones, Mrs Hinkley & Mr Low 

Year 3 Teachers 


